
Preparing to Write a Powerful Human Interest Story
Checklist
As a writer tasked with bringing personal narratives to life, you shoulder an immense
responsibility. A truly great human interest story has the power to emotionally move readers,
shining light on the shared struggles, triumphs, and life experiences that unite us all. But crafting
such an authentic, insightful piece requires painstaking preparation and an unwavering
commitment to doing justice to your subject's reality.

Follow this comprehensive checklist to ensure you have all the essential groundwork in place
before you ever start writing. Completing these steps thoroughly will equip you to transform
ordinary personal stories into extraordinary emotional journeys for your audience.

1. Identify a Subject Rife with Resonance

The backbone of any unforgettable human interest piece is a subject whose journey resonates
intensely and forges an immediate emotional connection with readers. Seek out the
extraordinary stories of individuals who have exhibited incredible resilience, courage, and
perseverance in overcoming daunting adversity. Gravitate towards those who have achieved
exceptional feats against all odds or scaled incredible personal heights.

Individuals offering an eye-opening window into societal issues, identities, communities, or
little-understood experiences also make for compelling subjects. The key is finding personal
narratives that tap into universal themes, fears, hopes, and passages all humans face – stories
your audience can see themselves in.

2. Immerse Yourself Fully in Context

Before even conceptualizing your narrative, you must become fully immersed in the subject's
history, circumstances, and reality. Study up exhaustively on all background information, key
events, players and dynamics at play. Leave no stone unturned, collecting any corroborating
documentation, evidence, expert perspectives and multimedia materials that could authenticate
or richly illustrate aspects of the story.

Develop an intimate understanding of the broader societal context, cultural details, systemic
factors, or intersectional dynamics that shaped the subject's experiences and defined their
personal truth. This crucial legwork allows you to insightfully explore nuances, significance, and
implications other writers may overlook.



3. Outline the Powerful Narrative

Core Once you've absorbed and analyzed all available background inputs, it's time to step back
and evaluate the core story that's screaming to be given voice. Is this fundamentally a
transformative journey of human resilience, growth, and self-actualization? A gut-wrenching test
of moral courage and heroism against harrowing odds? A searing exposé of societal injustices
and systemic inequities?

Pinpoint the primary emotional throughline or life paradigm shift you want readers to viscerally
experience – whether that's discovering hope, embracing vulnerability, recognizing privilege, or
inner fortitude. Map out the most dramatic character arcs, narrative tensions, and universal
truths that will galvanize your storytelling. This vital thematic backbone will anchor and elevate
your writing.

4. Identify and Incorporate Credible Sources

No human interest story can achieve authenticity and narrative richness through a single
perspective alone. As the storyteller, you must thoughtfully consider what additional voices and
viewpoints will create a balanced, nuanced, and credible portrayal.

Schedule in-depth interviews with your primary subject(s), making them feel comfortable and
heard from the outset. From there, identify secondary sources within their inner circle – family
members, friends, loved ones, and community members whose vantage points could shed light
on your subject's reality. Consult credible third-party experts, scholars, historians, or public
records that can validate critical facts.

For certain stories dealing with sensitive topics like addiction, abuse, or trauma, incorporate the
perspectives of professional psychologists, counselors, or social workers who can insightfully
contextualize societal impacts. If including perspectives from groups disproportionately
impacted, collaborate with community-based organizations or advocacy groups to responsibly
and ethically center unheard voices.

5. Conduct Exploratory Primary Interviews

Before shaping your narrative, you must develop an intimate understanding of your subject's
voice, values, emotions, mindsets, and how they perceive their own reality – insights that can
only emerge through skillful exploratory interviews.

Approach these not as a checklist of hard questions, but as open-ended conversations where
your subject feels comfortable opening up. Listen actively and use thoughtful follow-ups to
prompt rich personal anecdotes, reflections, sensory recollections, and emotional insights that
capture their lived experience authentically.

Most importantly, make it clear you're a humble student aiming to understand their perspective,
not an impartial journalist extracting sound bites. Creating this environment of trust and



vulnerability is critical for drawing out the raw human moments that will make your narrative
breathe.

6. Catalog and Organize Powerful Artifacts

As you delve into these exploratory conversations, catalog and meticulously organize all the
compelling artifacts that begin to surface. This includes recording impactful verbatim quotes,
vividly detailed personal accounts, and recollections of pivotal narrative moments and settings.
Don't just summarize what they convey – allow your subject's distinctive voice and emotional
truth to remain fully intact in your notes.

Complement their firsthand words by taking stock of other evocative descriptive details and
sensory observations to infuse scenery and atmosphere into momentous scenes you'll recreate.
Photos, videos, writings, cherished mementos, and other media revealed can hugely enhance
the authenticity and humanity of your storytelling.

7. Map A Structured, Emotionally-Progressing Narrative

With all your artifacts organized and the core personal truths illuminated, it's time to sculpt a
comprehensive roadmap for transforming these insights into a cohesive, emotionally resonant
narrative journey for the reader.

Start by outlining a narrative structure with a clear beginning that employs gripping scenery and
intrigue to immediately immerse the audience in your subject's world. Thoughtfully determine
the pivotal moments, settings, and personal sequences that create rising dramatic tension and
steadily escalating momentum toward your narrative's climax – the profound revelation,
paradigm shift, or culminating triumph/downfall moment.

Then reverse outline how to weave in the backstory, character development, relationships, and
crucial context that imbues the tale with layers of meaning and significance. Finally, map out a
purposeful, resonant ending that leaves the reader reeling, reflecting, and emotionally impacted
long after they've finished.

Only once you've thoroughly completed these crucial preparation phases are you truly ready to
write a human interest piece that authentically captures the depths of your subject's truth.
Meticulous groundwork elevates your storytelling from voyeuristic gloss to evocative
examinations of our shared human condition.


